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INTRODUCTION
The ‘FAANGs’ (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and Google)
have been the equity market story of the era, much like the
BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India and China) and TMT (technology,
media and telecom) defined previous five-to-10-year periods.
These companies have created new industries, disrupted old
ones, and changed the way billions of people find information,
communicate, shop and entertain themselves. They have
changed our expectations for how easy and intuitive daily tasks
well beyond their immediate commercial boundaries should
be. If, with one click, I can buy a pair of shoes or order a movie,
then checking my bank account, applying for vacation with my
employer or filing my tax return should be just as simple. They
have changed our sense of time, from how fast someone should
return your message, how much time information gathering
should take, and when a product should be delivered. Their
scope of influence is vast. They have innovated and solved
challenging technical problems across a wide array of fields.
They employ thousands of the smartest people on the planet
across every discipline. Expectations of future success are high.
In this report we argue that the next 10 years will look very
different from the last decade for these five companies. Markets
that they created are maturing and competition is intensifying.
Not all companies in industries that are being disrupted have
given up and gone away. Many of these ‘old world’ companies
are now off the ropes and fighting back, and are proving to be far
more formidable opponents than many have given them credit
for. In some cases, the FAANGs have entered each other’s markets
and have become head-to-head competitors. Profitability will
suffer from market maturity and rising competition.
There is more to information technology than FAANGs, and
Aoris owns several IT businesses including Accenture, CDW,
Amphenol and Jack Henry. These companies haven’t created or
disrupted markets, yet they are leaders in attractive fields and
have delivered many years of enviable earnings growth, with
strong prospects for continued success.
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DECADES OF DOMINANCE GIVES WAY TO MARKET
MATURITY AND COMPETITIVE COMBAT
Each of the FAANGs
dominates a discrete
market. Future
success seems
assured. However,
these five companies
are now facing a
combination of
maturing markets
and rapidly rising
competition. With the
weakest competitors
gone, those left
represent far more
formidable foes.

The era we have left behind
Over the last decade or more, the five giant US technology
companies that are collectively known as the ‘FAANGs’ have
come to occupy increasingly dominant positions in very distinct
markets. Each has seen off competitive attacks, acquired or
killed aspirants, overcome internal missteps and, in some cases,
beaten back regulatory pressure to cement their position as the
unrivalled force in their particular market.
Each of these five businesses ‘owns’ a single field and does so
across the Western world:
• Facebook – owns social media and co-owns online advertising
with Google
• Apple – co-owns the personal devices market with Samsung
• Amazon – owns online retail
• Netflix – owns subscription streaming video
• Google – owns online search, and co-owns online advertising
with Facebook
Near-monopoly positions in growing markets has produced
eye-wateringly attractive profit margins for most of the FAANGs
and company valuations to match. FAANGs account for four of
the five largest corporations in the developed world by market
capitalisation. In the eyes of many, the success of the FAANGs
in repelling competition and regulatory threats has created an
impression of invincibility. A common viewpoint is that these
companies operate in ‘winner-takes-all’ markets and that the
winner has already been decided. A prosperous future seems
assured. However, this perception of inevitability is misguided.

The era we have entered
Three members of the FAANGs are facing twin challenges
to their core businesses: maturing markets and rapidly rising
competition. Importantly, rather than coming from fringe players
that can be killed off relatively easily, the source of competition
is now fellow behemoths with vast reserves of cash. One
member is experiencing a singular primary problem – maturation
of their core market – while another faces the singular problem
of rising competition.
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For all the FAANGs, profitability from their core is under threat.
At the same time their incremental capital investments are going
into areas where they are competitively weak and returns are
unlikely to be as juicy as those they have enjoyed from their core
business over the last decade.

GOOGLE (ALPHABET)
The era Google has left behind
Google owns online search and, with Facebook, co-owns the
business of online advertising. In the US, Google’s share of the
search engine market was an extraordinary 90% in January of
2009; a decade later it was higher still at 93% — 34 times the
size of its closest competitor. Globally, Google’s share today is a
remarkable 90%. Here’s what total domination looks like:

The search engine market

Rest
Yahoo

Google

Bing

Source: StatCounter

Moving from search queries to search money, Google’s
worldwide share of digital ad revenue was 32.4% in 2018, up
slightly compared to 2011. The ‘digital duopoly’ of Google and
Facebook together account for over half the market, up from
35.8% in 2011. In the US, their combined share is higher still at
almost 60%.
In building its formidable position in search, Google has seen
off competitive attacks from Yahoo (acquired by Verizon in
2017), AOL (also owned by Verizon), and Microsoft (Bing). It
has swatted away multiple governmental investigations into
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its competitive behaviour in both Europe and the US, and
successfully evolved its search business model from desktop to
mobile. It has reinforced the value of its search algorithms by
acquiring or building dominant positions in online maps, online
video, web browsers and mobile operating systems, among
many others services, all of which provide Google with more of
the magic ingredient of targeting online advertising - user data.

The era Google has entered
RISING HEAVYWEIGHT COMPETITION
Google’s ‘bread and butter’ – online search and the digital
advertising dollars that it produces – is under serious
competitive pressure from fellow FAANGs member Amazon.
According to eMarketer, Amazon will account for 8.8% of US
online advertising this year, up from 6.8% last year, putting it in
third position and more than twice the size of the #4 player.
If digital advertising is Google’s bread and butter, retail online
advertising is the jam. According to Marketplace Pulse, the
retail sector accounts for 38% of total US digital ad spending.
In retail perhaps more than any other category, there is a very
valuable and increasingly direct relationship between search and
advertising – search precedes purchase, and both search and
purchase create data, which is the currency of targeted online
advertising. Here Google is rapidly losing its advantage. Half of
all searches related to online shopping now start on Amazon
compared to just 21.8% for Google (Toluna Research). In the
US, 66% of all product searches – for both online and instore
purchases – now begin on Amazon, more than three times the
number that begin on Google (eMarketer.com). When consumers
have a specific product in mind, Amazon is the destination of
choice for 74% of product searches, more than seven times that
of Google.
Data is the currency of online advertising, and data is underpinned
by trust.
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Google and Facebook
are simply not trusted
by most users.
Amazon is at an
advantage here.

Who do you trust with your data?
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Source: SmarterHQ, March 2019

With its dominant position in ecommerce, Amazon has rich,
valuable data related to purchasing behaviour. Because
it captures 50% of retail spending online, for online retail
advertisers Amazon can offer both better measurability than its
two larger peers, and a higher return on advertising investment.
Of frequent online shoppers in the US, 73% have clicked on
an Amazon product ad while browsing; 83% of those then
purchased the product and 60% said the ads were helpful
(Feedvisor’s 2019 Amazon Consumer Behavior Report). Perhaps
taking a leaf out of Google’s book, Amazon is leveraging its
muscle with online retailers on its platform by prioritising in its
product listing those sellers who advertise on Amazon. Given
that all of Amazon’s online advertising is from the retail sector,
from its 8.8% share of total online advertising we can infer that
it has a 23% share of the retail advertising category online.
Amazon is now the #2 player and larger than Facebook in the
world’s single largest online advertising category: US retail.
MATURING CORE MARKET
The online advertising market is growing at a healthy but
decelerating rate. The mere fact that online is approaching 50
cents in every dollar of advertising globally means that the days
of 15%+ growth are gone.
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Growth in the online
advertising market is
expected to fall below
10% this year for the
first time in almost
two decades.

Global online advertising market growth yoy
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Google (Alphabet) is responding to a core search and online
advertising franchise that is both maturing and under competitive
attack by growing into new markets where it is, by definition,
relatively weak. There are two types of these forays: (1) into
established markets with strong existing players, most commonly
fellow FAANGs; and (2) into nascent markets with no genuine
incumbent. In the former category, Google is attempting to
compete with Netflix in subscription streaming video through
YouTube Plus; with Apple and Samsung in devices via its Pixel
smartphone and tablets; in web hosting services with Amazon
Web Services and Microsoft Azure; and with Amazon and Apple
in smart speakers via Google Home. In the frontier category
are a collection of businesses that Google calls ‘Other Bets’ or
‘moonshot’ projects. This includes Waymo, Google’s self-driving
car project, where it is competing with Uber and Apple as well as
Tesla, Ford and General Motors. Other laudable projects include
Calico, an R&D company whose mission is to extend human
lifespan; Loon, delivering internet via solar-powered balloons;
Wing, its drone delivery project; and Sidewalk Lab, Google’s effort
to rebuild and modernise cities.
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Getting to the moon is expensive, and ‘Other Bets’ reported a
loss of US$1.3 billion in the March quarter, US$500 million of
which was attributed just to executive stock options. The cost
of growing into new markets is also reflected in the cash flow
statement of Alphabet, Google’s parent company. Waymo needs
to build cars and storage facilities; Loon requires connectivity
infrastructure and balloons; and Wing requires drones and
charges. Alphabet’s capital expenditure has risen 7.5-fold from
US$3.3 billion in 2012, equal to 30% of net profit, to US$25 billion
or 81% of net profit in 2018.

Alphabet - R&D and capital expenditure
Capex
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Alphabet’s array
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futuristic projects
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sharp acceleration in
investment spending.
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Source: company filings

NETFLIX
The era Netflix has left behind
According to Parrot Analytics, Netflix today has a 68% share of
the global subscription video-on-demand market, a market that
it effectively created. Netflix has 148 million subscribers globally
and is responsible for an astonishing 15% of all internet traffic.
In achieving this position of dominance, Netflix saw off feeble
competitive responses from Comcast, ESPN and HBO. It
successfully evolved its business model from a DVD mail
order rental company, which contributed to the destruction of
Blockbuster Video, to streaming library content from movie and TV
studios, to being a major force in the creation of original content.
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Netflix spent US$12 billion on content in 2018, around US$10
billion of which was on original programming, and total content
spending is expected to rise to about US$15 billion this year,
more than seven times what HBO will spend. In 2018, Netflix won
more Emmy nominations than any other network, cable provider
or streaming service, ending a 17-year run of dominance by HBO.
Just in case you haven’t heard about Netflix, it will spend close
to US$3 billion this year just on marketing; that’s more than HBO
will spend on programming.

The era Netflix has entered
RISING HEAVYWEIGHT COMPETITION
The business of streaming subscription video is rapidly
becoming much more competitive. Fellow FAANGs see
streaming video as a service to strengthen their ‘platform’ or
‘ecosystem’. Amazon has over 100 million Prime subscribers
in the US alone and is looking at video as another service to
increase the value and ‘stickiness’ of Prime membership. Amazon
Prime Video is expected to spend US$6 billion on content in
2019. Apple, which is increasingly shifting its focus from selling
hardware to selling software, services and subscriptions, has
budgeted US$2 billion on programming investment this year
for Apple TV Plus. Hulu, now majority-owned by Disney, has 27
million paying subscribers in the US – almost half as many as
Netflix has in the same market – and it is adding them at twice
the pace of Netflix.
Despite its vast spending on original programming, ‘library
content’ from other studios accounts for 72% of time spent
watching Netflix, according to Nielsen. In fact, all six most popular
shows, and eight of the nine most-watched shows on Netflix, are
licensed from external studios. Studios, originally Netflix’s partners
as content providers, first saw Netflix as a way to monetise old TV
shows and movies (‘Gosh, who would’ve thought these re-runs
were worth so much? What else can I license to ya?’). They now
see that they’ve helped create a direct competitor and in response
have begun to withdraw large amounts of critical content from
Netflix. Disney, Time Warner (HBO), NBC Universal and CBS,
among others, are all in the process of launching subscription
streaming services backed by vast content libraries and enormous
programming budgets, and they want to have their content on
their own service. Disney, with its formidable array of characters
and movies from Disney Studios, Marvel, Pixar, Lucas Films and
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Netflix is facing
rapidly rising
competition from
media gorillas such
as Disney who are
taking away its
most popular shows
from Netflix.

Fox Studios, has already pulled all of its content from Netflix.
The most popular show on Netflix, The Office, will move to
NBCUniversal’s new streaming service in 2021, while the second
most-watched show, Friends, is leaving at the end of this year to
move to Warner’s new HBO Max.

Most-watched Netflix shows in 2018 in the US
Made by Netflix

Licensed content

The Office
Friends
Grey's Anatomy
NCIS
Criminal Minds
Shameless
Orange is the New Black
Supernatural
Parks and Recreation
Ozark
0
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MATURING CORE MARKET
Netflix already has more subscribers in the US than the entire
cable TV industry, and in the UK its subscriber base this year
is expected to exceed Sky’s. The rate of penetration growth in
developed markets will necessarily slow from here. Netflix may
look to compensate for slowing subscriber growth by raising
prices, but it’s a risky move when some of its most popular
content is leaving or already gone.

FACEBOOK
The era Facebook has left behind
Facebook owns social media and does so in every country in
the Western world. It’s used by 1.6 billion people use it on a daily
basis, spending an average of 35 minutes per day. Like online
search, the business of social media makes money through
online advertising, a market that Facebook co-dominates with
Google. As Mark Zuckerberg famously said during last year’s
testimony to a Congressional inquiry into Russian interference
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of US elections, ‘Senator, we sell ads’. Facebook had a share of
the online advertising market of about 22% in 2018, generating
revenue of US$34 billion, a 21% increase on 2017.
In ascending to this position of social media dominance,
Facebook fended off early competition from the likes of
MySpace, Friends Reunited and Orkut (in Brazil), and more
recently from Snapchat and Twitter. Facebook acquired two
emerging competitors, WhatsApp and Instagram, stared down
regulators around the world, and rapidly and successfully
evolved its business model from desktop to mobile. In April of
this year, Google threw in the towel and shut down Google+,
leaving Facebook the undisputed king of social media.

The era Facebook has entered
RISING HEAVYWEIGHT COMPETITION
As discussed earlier, the market for online advertising is rapidly
becoming more competitive, with Amazon taking share from
both Facebook and Google and leveraging some powerful
advantages in terms of targeting. In US online retail advertising,
Facebook has already ceded its #2 position to Amazon.
MATURING CORE MARKET
Facebook’s social media platforms are maturing. In the US, time
spent per user per day is lower today than a year ago on both
Facebook and Instagram, with the Facebook platform also seeing
declining user engagement in the UK, Germany and France.

Facebook’s user
engagement is
declining in the US as
well as in other large
developed markets.
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Source: eMarketer
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In response to increasing competition and maturing of its core
market, Facebook is looking to ecommerce as a new source of
growth in direct competition with Amazon. It has begun testing
an initiative to allow Instagram users to buy what they see
without leaving the platform, though management concedes
a significant investment will be required in infrastructure such
as payments, buyer protection, inventory management and
fulfilment. It has also entered the increasingly crowded field
of online streaming video through Facebook Watch. Further
afield, it recently announced ambitious plans to create a new
cryptocurrency, Libra.
Facebook has for several years been converting each minute
of time on its platform into more advertising dollars, and it has
been doing this in two ways. The first is simply to charge more
for each ad impression. There are limits to how far the ‘price
lever’ can be pulled, however, given Amazon’s ascendency as an
online advertising competitor and the many traditional media
alternatives that advertisers have. The second is to increase
the number of ads each user sees per minute in their Facebook
Newsfeed and on Instagram. This is dangerous territory.
Aggressive commercialisation has already radically changed the
Facebook-user experience and created serious culture tension
inside the company, resulting in senior departures including the
co-founders of both Instagram and WhatsApp.
Like Alphabet, Facebook is investing heavily to support and
defend its core franchise and grow into new markets. Capital
expenditure has increased 10-fold in just five years, with US$13.9
billion spent in 2018, equal to two-thirds of its net profit.

Facebook capital expenditure
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Like Google, the
cost to Facebook
of defending its
turf and funding
ambitious initiatives
is shown in its rapid
growth in capex.
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APPLE
The era Apple has left behind
Apple co-owns the smartphone and tablet markets with
Samsung, but it dominates the business of device dollars. In 2018
Apple captured approximately 16% of smartphone shipments,
51% of smartphone revenue and 73% of smartphone profits
(Source: Counterpoint Research).
In achieving this position as one member of the device duopoly,
Apple has ‘eaten its own children’ by discontinuing the iPod,
successfully transitioning leadership of the company from
an iconic founder, and redefining the consumer electronics
shopping experience through the Apple Stores. It was almost
solely responsible for the demise of Nokia, once Europe’s largest
public company; BlackBerry, once so popular it was dubbed
‘CrackBerry’; and the mobile phone businesses of Ericsson and
Motorola. It has seen off tablet and handset competition from
fellow FAANGs Amazon (Fire), Google (Pixel) and Nokia once
again, this time under the ownership of Microsoft. Consumer
desire for its devices has proved remarkably resilient in the face
of low-cost alternatives from Chinese phone makers such as
Xiomi, Oppo and Vivo. Such has been the strength of Apple’s
brand that new phone launches are routinely met with blanket
front-page news coverage around the world and around-theblock queues of Apple devotees eager to fork out US$1000 for a
shiny new phone.

The smartphone
market has seen no
growth in unit sales
in five years. Like with
a new laptop or car,
everyone expects
the next model to
be better than the
last, but it doesn’t
mean you’ll pay more
for it or upgrade
prematurely.

The era Apple has entered
MATURING CORE MARKET
The smartphone and tablet markets are rapidly maturing. The
number of iPads Apple sold peaked in 2015 and has been
essentially flat ever since. Smartphone unit sales across all
vendors has been flat for the last four years at about 1.4 billion,
according to IDC. The number of smartphone owners globally
is growing, but the annual number of smartphones sold is not.
Apple’s iPhone revenue in the March quarter of 2019 was the
lowest in a Q1 period for five years. Apple has tried to create
revenue growth in a flat smartphone market by raising prices, but
this has exacerbated the problem. Consumers have proven less
acquiescent to US$1000+ price points than Apple had expected.
Rather than shortening the time between upgrades, as Apple
had hoped, consumers are holding on to their phones for longer.
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Apple did attempt to encourage iPhone owners to upgrade early
by deliberately limiting battery life in older models, but instead
caused a major controversy and some damage to its hallowed
brand. Apple Watch and AirPod earbuds have proved successful
but are relatively small profit contributors. Other hardware
initiatives have proved disappointing – Apple’s HomePod has a 3%
share of the smart speaker market, and its AirPower charging pad
was withdrawn from the market before it was even launched.

Apple device sales - units
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Source: Statista

Apple is now looking to services to reinvigorate growth. One
of these is Apple Music, which has an impressive 50 million
paying subscribers; half the number of Spotify, though it is
facing serious competition from Amazon Music and Google
Play, and is itself competing with Apple’s iTunes. Apple has big
ambitions in healthcare, which CEO Tim Cook recently told the
Financial Times could become Apple’s ‘greatest contribution to
mankind’. Apple has a vast and growing ‘services’ profit stream
from its 30% share of revenue generated from the apps that sit
on its operating system. However, the 30% ‘take’ is facing huge
resistance from app developers, and both the US Supreme Court
and the European Commission are investigating Apple for anticompetitive behaviour.
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AMAZON
The era Amazon has left behind
Amazon owns online commerce. In the US, Amazon’s share has
increased from 38.3% just three years ago to an extraordinary
47.0% today (Source: Statista). It is eight times the size of its
nearest rival, eBay, whose share has declined in each of the last
two years. It is now the #1 online retailer in most countries in the
developed world. Not only does Amazon account for 65% of all
books purchased online in the US, it accounts for 41% of all new
book sales, period. It is the largest retailer of clothing in the US,
period. Amazon has a market share in excess of 90% of online
commerce in categories including home improvement, skin care,
batteries, kitchen and dining, golf, and men’s athletic shoes.
Amazon really is the ‘Everything Store’. Amazon owns online retail.
Amazon has successfully evolved its online retail business,
starting with books and CDs. In building its position of total
domination, Amazon has contributed to the failure and hollowing
out of large swathes of the retail industry – Borders, Barnes &
Noble, Angus & Robertson, Tower Records, HMV, Payless Shoes,
Sears, Macy’s, Nine West, J. C. Penney, Southeastern Grocers,
Toys “R” Us, The Limited, Vitamin World, Gymboree, Radio Shack
and American Apparel are just some of the retail names that
have been ‘Amazoned’. Add to this the vacant shopping malls
across the US. To cement its position in online retail, Amazon has
acquired Audible (audio books), Abe Books and Goodreads, all
in book retailing; online clothing and shoe retailer Zappos; Ring,
which it purchased for US$839 million to make home deliveries
easier; and online pharmacy retailer PillPack for US$753 million.
In 2017, it acquired upmarket grocery retailer Whole Foods for
US$14 billion.

The era Amazon has entered
RISING HEAVYWEIGHT COMPETITION
Life in the Amazon is getting more competitive, the source of
which is large brick-and-mortar retailers who have decided that
they don’t want to join the retail roadkill. Walmart, the behemoth
from Bentonville, earned revenue of more than US$500 billion
in its most recent fiscal year. It has two main advantages in its
fightback against Amazon: the size of its retail store network,
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Amazon is now
facing sterner
competition in
ecommerce from
‘traditional’ retailers,
such as Walmart,
who are spending
heavily to catch up.
They have store
networks that
are a major asset
in ecommerce
fulfilment – getting a
product in the hands
of the consumer, fast.

and its capacity to make the necessary investments to compete
in ecommerce. Walmart operates 4,763 stores in the US and 90%
of the population resides within 10 miles of one. It is using this
store footprint as a key weapon in the battle to economically
and speedily get online purchases into the hands of consumers.
Improving on the standard approach of buy online and pickup
in store, by the end of this year Walmart will offer free kerbside
pickup from 3100 stores in the US, saving shoppers the time of
parking and entering the store. Interestingly, according to market
intelligence firm Numerator, the average spend for kerbside
pickup orders is US$125, more than double the average spend
per in-store visit of US$50. Walmart is rolling out free one-day
shipping on all orders over US$35.
Target, which once outsourced the online retail side of its
business to Amazon, is likewise using its strength in brick-andmortar retail as both a defensive and an offensive weapon in
ecommerce. Its online sales grew 41% in Q1 and 80% of online
orders are fulfilled from stores, one option of which is kerbside
collect. A few years ago, it looked like Best Buy, America’s
largest consumer electronics retailer, would be another Amazon
casualty, but it has staged a remarkable turnaround. Best Buy is
using its 1000+ stores as showrooms where consumers can get a
pre-purchase experience they can’t get from Amazon. Best Buy
also has Geek Squad, an army of 20,000+ service technicians
who will assist over the phone or visit a consumer’s home for
free to help with installation, repair and advice.
Amazon is responding to increased competition in the fulfilment
side of ecommerce retail by shortening delivery time from two
days to next day for Prime members, at an annual expense of
about US$1 billion. The cost of competition is also reflected in
the massive investment being made by Amazon, and Walmart,
in warehouses, pick-and-pack automation, express freight and
free returns. It is also being reflected in the cost of acquisitions.
Last year Walmart outbid Amazon to secure India’s leading
ecommerce company, Flipkart, in a US$15 billion purchase.
Of course, Amazon is more than ecommerce, and cloud
infrastructure (AWS) has become a massive business. But here
too Amazon is facing rising heavyweight competition. While
AWS held its market share in the year to December last year and
remained the leader, Microsoft’s share increased by 2.8% while
Google’s rose by 1.9%.
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CONCLUSION
Apple’s core business is facing the challenge of maturation, while
Amazon’s core business is being challenged by competition.
Google, Facebook and Netflix are challenged by both. For all
FAANGs the profitability of their core business is threatened.
All five are searching for their ‘next big thing’. The problem is
their expectations are based on their past success. A very few,
extraordinarily large industries have been created in the last
decade or so – online search, social media, digital advertising,
smartphones, streaming video and online commerce. Repeating
these successes on such a scale is simply very unlikely, and
attempting to do so can, counterintuitively, be harmful. By way of
analogy, after the Watergate investigation, which won a Pulitzer
Prize and helped remove a president, the quality of journalism
at the Washington Post went into a long decline. Why? Post
reporters all wanted their own Pulitzer and went searching for
the once-in-a-generation story and neglected good, day-to-day
reporting. The frontier markets that the FAANGs are entering
create a sense of excitement and are full of potential, but the cost
of participation is high and the probability of success for any one
participant is low.
Investors, too, suffer the same problem of distorted expectations.
Availability and recency bias make us think the future will be like
the past. It makes us think that Amazon will dominate every market
it enters; that everything Apple touches will turn to gold; and that
the algorithms that have created online search and targeted online
advertising will solve trillion-dollar problems in industries such as
healthcare, transportation, education and law enforcement.
In many cases the largest competitive threat the FAANGs face is
internal: corporate culture and complexity. These companies all
had an entrepreneurial imagination and spirit borne of the college
dorm rooms in which they were created; now they are trilliondollar public companies. Size brings with it complexity; success
breeds hubris and complacency; executives get rich and bored
and depart; new, smart engineers enter a company with vast
resources but where it is much harder to have the sort of impact
that was possible for earlier employees, and where stock option
grants don’t have the wealth creation potential they once did.
FAANGs today are interested as much in protecting legacies and
profit streams as they are in creating and redefining industries.
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How we think about these issues in our stocks
While many investors are drawn to the rapid change and
headlines that the FAANGs have been associated with, at Aoris
we prefer to invest in businesses where change happens slowly.
Fast growth attracts competition, and incumbent businesses
being disrupted sometimes wake up and fight back.
We are certainly not averse to investing in technology
companies. Our sweet spot though, is companies that provide
IT products and services to other companies, in contrast to the
consumer-centric FAANGs. CDW is the largest IT reseller in the
US and has a long history of gaining market share and attractive
growth. It leverages its size and scale to provide a more efficient,
effective solution to its thousands of small and medium-sized
business customers. Simple, not revolutionary. Jack Henry
supplies essential IT software to US credit unions and banks. No
moonshots needed. Amphenol is a world-leader in electronic
connectors, used in everything from smartphones, data centres
and aerospace. It benefits from innovation and electrification
that others create. Accenture is the world’s leader in IT
consulting and outsourcing to the world’s largest corporations
and public sector bodies. More than three-quarters of the
Fortune Global 500 companies are its customers. It doesn’t need
to invent the future.
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Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by Aoris Investment Management Pty Ltd ABN 11 621 586 552, AFSL No 507281 (Aoris), the investment manager of Aoris International Fund
(Fund). The issuer of units in Aoris International Fund is the Fund’s responsible entity The Trust Company (RE Services) Limited (ABN 45 003 278 831, AFSL License No
235150). The Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) contains all of the details of the offer. Copies of the PDS are available at aorisim.com.au or can be obtained by contacting
Aoris directly.
Before making any decision to make or hold any investment in the Fund you should consider the PDS in full. The information provided does not take into account your
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. You should consider your own investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs before acting upon
any information provided and consider seeking advice from a financial advisor if necessary.
You should not base an investment decision simply on past performance. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. Returns are not guaranteed and so the
value of an investment may rise or fall.

